NOBEL
with coloured illustrations, is in the possession of Ludwig Nobel,
a son of Robert Nobel.
Thanks to the financial'assistance which Nobel received for his
inventions from the Russian Government, at the beginning of
the 'forties, he was enabled in 1842 to set up a workshop and
foundry, which was so successful that in a short time ho was
considered to be one of the most competent engineers in Russia.
The factory became more and more important and in 1848 he
wrote to his friend and brother-in-law, Ludwig Ahlsell: " Every-
thing is proceeding here according to plan ; I am up to the eyes
in work, and am constantly having bother with my unruly crow,
who want to get all they can, and do as little work as possible for
it. I was ill all through Christmas, and then, when I came down
to the works to pay out the monthly wages, 21,000 roubles, I could
scarcely see a sign of any work having been done/1 Nobel's
business now got under way; he pidd his old debts, rind a letter
to his brother-in-law shows how much sympathetic assistance he
gave to all his old friends and relations in Sweden. " If my sons/'
he wrote to Ahlsell, " work harmoniously, and carry on the work
that I have begun, I believe that, with God's help, they will never
want for their daily bread, for there is still much to be done here
in Russia. Although I am old, I myself hope that if things go
well I shall be able, in a few years, to free you, who have done so
much for me, from your debts, if you should then still have any
debts or worries."
During these years one invention and improvement sticceeded
another. He invented machines for the manufacture of wooden
wheels, " and although/' as we read in an anonymous manuscript
biography, apparently the work of one of Nobel's employees, " the
invention was not very paying itself, and had to be given up later,
the Government appreciated the new method, and ordered two
sets of these machines for its arsenals- He also invented a new

